Elevate® W.S.
Elevate W.S. (water soluble) is a revolutionary liquid supplement that provides unsurpassed
vitamin E nutrition to horses of all ages. The natural vitamin E in Elevate W.S. has undergone
state-of-the-art processing that allows it to be converted to a water-soluble molecule, which is
absorbed more efficiently from the digestive tract. Research has proven that circulating blood
levels of vitamin E significantly increased by the seventh day of supplementation (Pagan et al.,
2005). Choose Elevate W.S when you need to achieve high circulating blood levels of vitamin E
in a short period of time. Administer daily at the rate of 0.2-0.6 mL per 100 lb (0.4-1.2 mL per
100 kg) of body weight to deliver 1,000-3,000 IU per day.

Introducing—Elevate® Maintenance Powder
Elevate Maintenance Powder is a supplemental source of natural vitamin E for horses of all types
and ages. When a more gradual increase in circulating levels of vitamin E is adequate or when
vitamin E level needs to be maintained over a long period, choose Elevate Maintenance Powder.
Research has shown that circulating blood levels increased considerably after just 21 days of
supplementation. Easy to feed and economical, Elevate Maintenance Powder is concentrated, so
as little as 7 g per day delivers 1000 IU of natural vitamin E.

Vitamin E: An Essential Nutrient for Horses?
Vitamin E is an essential nutrient for horses and is beneficial in combating the many effects of
free radical production that can damage membranes and components of cells. As such, vitamin E
appears to be most beneficial to young rapidly growing foals, pregnant mares, stallions, and
especially equine athletes. Natural and synthetic sources of vitamin E, unlike other vitamins,
have different structures, and the natural form is transported quickly and retained in tissues
approximately twice as long as that of synthetic vitamin E.
For more information visit www.kppusa.com

